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Network Medicine

• «Network medicine is the application of network science towards
identifying, preventing, and treating diseases»
• Biological networks
• Protein-protein interaction networks (interactome)
• Metabolic pathways
• Disease networks (diseasome)
• Epidemiological networks



The network paradigm

Complex systems are all around: society, economy, technological infrastructures
and dynamics, living organisms

It is difficult to derive their collective behavior from the knowledge of the 
system’s components

Their understanding can only be approached via system thinking: their
mathematical description, prediction, and ultimately control is one of the major 
intellectual and scientific challenges

Behind each complex system there is an intricate network that encodes the 
interactions between the system’s components



The network paradigm

• Networks permeate science, 

technology, business and nature

• We will never understand complex

systems unless we develop a deep

understanding of the networks 
behind them

• Surprisingly, most networks are 

driven by common organizing
principles



Network Medicine

• WHAT: Systems approach (network & systems medicine, systems biology)

• WHY: Aims: better diagnoses, targeted therapies, better prognosis and prevention

• WHY: P4 medicine (Predictive, Preventive, Personalised and Participatory) à One Health

• HOW: Interdisciplinarity

• HOW: Methods & data integration (physics, statistics, informatics; molecular, genetic, 

multi-omic data, conventional patient data, clinical-pathological parameters)

• HOW: Network paradigm



Network Medicine
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Network biology & medicine

• Binary protein-protein interaction

• Reconstruction of the interactome

• Mathematical analysis (centralities, hubs, 
bottlenecks)

• Advanced statistical techniques (machine 
learning à predictions)



• A wider, systemic picture of the NF-kB

signaling system, master regulator of 

inflammation

• The complexity of the inflammatory process

has escaped reductionist approaches

• non-proportional kinetics

• numerous and nested feedback loops

analysis also identified a complex cross-regulatory loop involving
NF-kB and PTEN, a ‘‘feedback’’ protein, that may serve to
balance their mutually antagonistic functions. Indeed, PTEN is
down-regulated by NF-kB and is able to negatively regulate NF-
kB, establishing a complex regulation which determines cell
survival or apoptosis [110,111]. The ‘‘feedback’’ ubiquitin-editing
protein TNAP3 (TNFAIP3) has been described as a key player in
the termination of NF-kB signaling and in controlling NF-kB-
dependent inflammation [112]. In most cell types basal TNAP3
expression is very low but its transcription is rapidly induced upon
NF-kB activation. Once expressed, TNAP3 functions as a negative
feedback regulator of NF-kB activation [112].

Based upon these evidences, we propose that a comprehensive
and systemic consideration of ‘‘feedback’’ genes may complement
important findings in autoregulatory feedback loops [113] leading
to a deeper understanding of the complex NF-kB regulation and
dependent inflammation. In this perspective, the observation of a
number of feedback loops deserves a deeper systemic and
experimental investigation, since these interactions might be
potential critical points for the NF-kB system regulation neglected
so far. In this direction, results from this interactome reconstruc-
tion can be used as preliminary screening to identify putative key
regulators of NF-kB system.

In summary, substantial divergences in the composition of the
DI, U and MC sets open questions about the adequacy and
comprehensiveness of classical pathway descriptions and repre-
sentations, and suggest the participation of a number of proteins
one order of magnitude higher than that classically taken into
consideration, thus transforming the concept of pathway from an
isolated entity into an open, unbound one. The map as it is
introduced here provides a tool to explore the complexity of the
NF-kB system and to make useful qualitative predictions regarding
key regulators and mediators of its activating signalling cascade,

but it is only a first step in this direction. The next steps will be not
only the obvious and continuous updates of existing records and
newly produced data, but also the charting of the interactome of
the different NF-kB components, and the analysis of interacting
proteins taking into account their sub-cellular compartmentaliza-
tion, which is currently one of most promising perspective for the
elucidation of the mechanisms related to ageing [114]. To this
regards, it is also plausible that NF-kB interactome can be
differently charted considering as a variable the five NF-kB
members, as well as the sub-cellular localisation of its components
(e.g. nucleus, organelles, membranes, cytoplasm).

A further important step will consist in charting cell type-
specific, and time-dependent interactomes, able to show maps of
various cellular functions, given that NF-kB has not only a major
role in inflammatory status but it has also a crucial role in neuronal
cells, for instance in the Schwann cell myelination, at least in
mouse models [115]. Dynamic analysis of interactomes is the next
fascinating aim, crucial for the better understanding of protein-
protein interactions when data from time-resolved proteomics will
be completely available, together with an adequate mathematical
and algorithmic contribution [116,117]. This approach could be
extremely relevant to definitively disentangle when, where and
how protein-protein interactions give their contribution to the
different functional levels of cell systems (different types of cells,
tissues, different responses to various stimuli etc). To this regard,
network inference based on the huge amount of data gathered in
the Omics era might represent a successful approach [118].

As a whole, the results of the integrative approach shown and
reported here are meant to be used as a starting point to identify
new roles of NF-kB in physiology and diseases. The integrated
analysis we performed identified elements and pathways that are
not immediately linked to NF-kB itself, or not taken into
consideration in respect to its regulation and dynamics, and may
thus suggest new directions for further studies and analyses.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Uniprot annotations retrieved and used to populate
protein dataset U.
(XLS)

Table S2 gene identifiers extracted from a manually curated list
of NF-kB-downstream genes [13] and from the Transcriptional
Regulatory Elements Database (TRED; [83,84]), and related
protein unique identifiers (Uniprot IDs) obtained using online ID
converter tools [85] used to compile DG dataset.
(XLS)

Table S3 overrepresented KEGG pathways in DI, U, MC and
DG datasets.
(XLSX)

Dataset S1 complete Cytoscape network session with full
datasets and interactomes.
(RAR)
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Figure 3. The UNION interactome is composed by 622 proteins,
including the five NF-kB subunits. NF-kB is able to regulate the
expression of 426 proteins (DG set, see main text). A subset (384
proteins, present in the APID database, out of 426) has been checked for
PPIs (see Dataset S1). Forty nine proteins are shared by both the UNION
and the DG sets, establishing a feedback loop: ‘‘interaction with NF-kB
pathway R transcription factor activation R transcriptional regulation R
interaction with NF-kB pathway’’, meaning that 13% of the identified NF-
kB-regulated genes express proteins that play a direct role in the UNION
interactome.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0032678.g003
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Charting the NF-kB interactome map

• NF-kB interactome: 622 proteins and 6115 
interactions

• 441 downstream genes

• 13% of the identified NF- kB-regulated genes
express proteins that play a direct role in the 
interactome

• Several neglected but topologically central proteins
may play a role in the activation of NF-kB mediated
responses



• 6 main data sources

• 8 additional sources

• Integrated at the functional level of PPIs for the molecular framing of RA

• A single analytical picture of the known, yet complex, information about RA 

to provide a reliable platform for in silico hypothesis testing or 

recommendation on novel therapies



Multi-omic landscape of RA

• ∼4000 selected molecules from 15 public databases, integrated and 
analyzed at the level of PPI

• Platform to
• support in the identification of novel drug targets

• support in the identification of potential contraindication to novel therapies

• support in the design of robust clinical trials

• Virtual MTX treatment confirmed the ‘impairment’ of GI microbiome
interface



• Prior knowledge:

• Experimentally validated viral-host proteins

• tissue-specific gene expression data

• Network analysis techniques: network propagation, 

connectivity significance



Data driven strategy for Covid-19 DR

• Network diffusion
• exploits the concept of heat diffusion, i.e., how the heat distribution spreads

over time in a medium, here consisting of the PPI network

• Connectivity significance

• Rank aggregation

• Tissue-specific gene expression filtering

• Integrated functional analysis & pharmacological setting

• Disease gene prioritization à drug repuroposing proposal





Thank you!


